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On Serpents and Doves 
Orthodoxy, Covid-19 and Lockdown 

 

“Be as wise as serpents and as innocent as doves (Matt 10:6).” 

 How are we as Orthodox Christians to view what has happened and 

been happening in the world these past years? 

There are so many discrepant voices even within Orthodoxy. Firstly, 

we should make every effort in “casting down arguments and every high thing 

that exalts itself against the knowledge of God, bringing every thought into 

captivity to the obedience of Christ, (2Co 10:5 NKJ).” And however deeply or 

shallowly we have attempted to understand these events scientifically, 

politically or spiritually we all need to embody the teaching “Knowledge 

puffs up, but love edifies (1Co 8:1 NKJ).” 

All things were made through Jesus Christ, Who is the Logos: the 

Communication and Reason of God the Father towards mankind. 

Therefore, an Orthodox Christian who wants to try to live his life in the 

Spirit of Truth, in the Holy Spirit or at least in the uncreated and divine 

Grace of the Holy Spirit, must absolutely believe that Christ God as both 

man and God was and currently is the greatest scientist, doctor, medical 

researcher, engineer etc. All the wisdom of mankind can’t compare with the 

Mind of the Logos through Whom all things came to be! What scientist 

created the foundations of the world or stretched out the heavens? What 

scientist, artist, politician etc. has been victorious over death and 

resurrected with an incorruptible body? God the Father created science 

through the Logos! 

So, the Church, being the Body of the incarnate Logos and the 

continuation of His incarnation and even resurrected body through the 

Eucharist has in potential all wisdom, power and authority. This wisdom, 

power and authority is expressed most efficiently in the Church’s saints. 
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Those that know what they know from direct perception of spiritual reality 

through the activity of the Holy Spirit. Saints – who exist in every 

generation – know as much as God reveals to them on any and every topic 

which seems expedient to God Himself. They are a living example and 

testimony of Saint Paul’s words, “And my speech and my preaching were not 

with persuasive words of human1 wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of 

power, (1Co 2:4 NKJ).” They have used their God given right that we all 

have to “become children of God (Joh 1:12 NKJ).” Such a one, in terms of our 

theology, has moved through the threefold steps of Purification, 

Illumination and Perfection as presented eloquently by many Holy 

Fathers.1 

Unfortunately, the identity of this generation’s living saints is not 

always apparent to us. Who are the perfected and where do we find them? 

The identity of this generation of saints is a mystery; it is unknown to the 

vast majority of us Orthodox. This makes our task very difficult. Ideally 

when presented with such an illness as Covid-19 and a worldwide medical 

and political reaction, our response should be immediately – what are the 

saints of our generation saying? What is their advice?  

If our first impulse is towards the tools and elements of this world 

(science, medicine, politics) it is clear that our first thought has not been 

made captive to Christ but captive to this corrupt world which will not save 

our biological lives or our eternal souls. Under certain circumstances, a 

misguided impulse could lead to severe and life altering results.2 The 

advice of the Holy people of God (the saints) far supersedes the advice of 

the scientists, doctors and technicians. Why? Not only because of what we 

have already laid out in the preceding few paragraphs, but also because 

science is only as genuine as the scientist. The medicine is only as good as 

the doctor – in the sense that Doctor Mengele and Dr. Kevorkian were very 

                                                             
1 See Fr. Dumitru Staniloae “Orthodox Spirituality” St. Tikhons, Press, PA, USA, 2002 
2
 Perhaps an example might flesh this out to become more evident. A young girl becomes pregnant. What should 

she do – the doctor and high school councilor encourage her to get an abortion and not to tell her parents. 
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intelligent and well trained physicians; yet they were evil. If the scientist is 

corrupt, then the science will also be corrupted. We should never trust the 

science. Trust and faith are for the Church and religion. Science, even the 

Science must be demonstrated and proven in a transparent manner that 

encourages freedom to question and present other data that may or may 

not disprove the science. If there is not freedom to question and research and 

share results there is no science. The pre-requisite for science is free speech. 

God created science! 

How many scientific studies told us cigarettes aren’t bad for you until 

the authentic science and scientists caught up to the truth? How many 

studies told us Round-up was safe until the genuine science and legal 

system caught up with it? Need I mention opioids? The public was told by 

the doctors and pharmaceutical companies that they were not addicting. 

How many people had to die of opioid addiction before the scientific 

establishment admitted the clear reality? Aren’t there a myriad of TV 

commercials in America announcing if you’ve taken x, y or z medication in 

the past they have now been found as damaging and you have a right to be 

reimbursed by the company or manufacturer and some law firm is in your 

corner willing to help without cost on the basis that they will take a cut of 

what the court determines equitable?  

Recently I have learned that Pfizer had to pay out 2.3 billion dollars in 

penalties because of FRAUD, in 2001-2009.3 Look up the footnote below 

and follow the link. This was intentional deception that lead to injury and 

death – not tax evasion. 

                                                             
3 “Justice Department Announces Largest Health Care Fraud Settlement in Its History Pfizer to Pay $2.3 Billion for 
Fraudulent Marketing” https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-announces-largest-health-care-
fraud-settlement-its-history 
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Johnson & Johnson is also currently losing a 2 billion dollar lawsuit 

for talcum powder because their own internal documents showed complete 

indifference to observations of their employees that the product might be 

causing ovarian cancer especially among black women. 

If we question and want transparency of the science that these, and 

other, companies are selling are we really being irresponsible and not doing 

our civic duty? Do we fall so quickly into guilt manipulation? 

To recapitulate a little before moving forward – the Saints are 

universal experts. They have been deified and experience the unifying 

knowledge of God that transcends human science and is more superior to 

human science than the heavens to the earth – this is how they spoke in 

tongues, worked miracles, prophesied, read people’s minds and did not 

decay after they died. This is how Saint Seraphim of Sarov was transfigured 

in the Taboric, uncreated light and Saint Nektarios appeared in physical 

form after his death and spoke so casually to his long time atheist friend, 

who did not remain atheist long. This is how saint Porphyrios was so often 

able to give precise medical advice though he had only gone to the second 

grade. This is how Saint Sophrony healed schizophrenia through his 

prayers without having ever studied psychiatry. This is how Father 
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Ephraim of Arizona knew there was water in Arizona deep under the rocks 

even though the highly educated experts told him there was none.  

Hopefully, all Orthodox Christians would be able to believe and 

follow what we have laid out up to here. 

But we find ourselves in a different dilemma – in the absence of clear 

Saints and Holy figures, who do we believe? Do we then recourse to the 

scientists, technicians and doctors? Or, do we recourse to the Church and 

ecclesial authority such as Holy Synods, Patriarchs, bishops and the like. 

One approach might be to listen to our current ecclesial authorities, 

which for our church is the Holy Synod of the Romanian Orthodox Church. 

The spokesman for Patriarch Daniel stated that the Orthodox Church 

believes in the medical technology of vaccines after stipulating that 

vaccinations are a right not an obligation and that the medical 

establishment/government needs to follow these following ethical 

guidelines: 

consimţământul informat al persoanei, descrierea clară a beneficiilor şi a 

riscurilor, asumarea responsabilității concrete în cazul în care vaccinarea 

produce efecte adverse asupra sănătății persoanei vaccinate. 4 

The informed consent of the person, a clear description of the benefits and 

risks, and [the medical/government institutions] assume concrete 

responsibility in case vaccination produces adverse effects in the vaccinated 

person [author’s translation].   

 At this point, the words of the Patriarch’s spokesman, Vasile Banescu,  

are well worth listening to and is the reason for this present article. As we 

will see a bit later below, current journalism, the government, the media 

and the medical establishment in general have not taken the initiative to 

inform the public at large of the risks as well as the benefits – and 

                                                             
4 Comunicate de Presă » Vasile Bănescu: Vaccinarea anti-Covid-19, între ezitare şi speranţă, Vasile Bănescu: 
Vaccinarea anti-Covid-19, între ezitare şi speranţă, Publicat de Sorin Ioniţe, 18.12.2020 
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vaccination, though not yet mandatory, has been promoted incessantly and 

serious mandates are being proposed and sometimes enforced in some 

institutions. 

Unfortunately for us, from this point on we must use a tremendous 

amount of discernment and there will be many differences of opinions and 

approaches and may the Living God have mercy on us all.  

In the absence of the saints, and in addition to Holy Synods, 

Metropolitans etc., we should pay special attention to those who had 

dynamic and close relationships with the saints. Though I continue to seek 

more of these living voices there are several of them with us today in the 

world: Fathers Zacharias and Rafail Noica from Essex, spiritual sons for 30 

years to Saint Sophrony; Metropolitan Neophytos of Morphou, close 

spiritual son of Saint Iacob Tsalikis; the recently reposed Father Ephraim of 

Arizona who built 19 monasteries in America and was a close spiritual son 

of Saint Joseph the Hesychast – the monasteries he built should continue to 

be our guides in these trying times; another Abbot Ephraim from the 

Vatopedi of Mount Athos, monastery also a spiritual descendent of Saint 

Joseph the Hesychast. Bishop Athansios of Limissol Cyprus by many 

accounts a current holy man. There are doubtless many more in this 

category of people – but these are the ones I am familiar with – and a few of 

whom I know or have known, personally.  

If we don’t know or have access to this “second round” of holy 

people, some of whom may be saints “in becoming” then we should try to 

make due with our spiritual father. 

A blessed approach is to listen and be obedient to our spiritual 

fathers, which is what I have tried to do and I continue in that journey. This 

is a humble approach and foreign to current society which is dominated by 

self-rule and self-determination. Even Christ listened to His Father – as an 

example of humility and love – woe to us who fail to use this mystery – the 

mystery of confession and humility! Woe to bishops and priests that don’t 
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take advantage of this great mystery and don’t confess or have a spiritual 

father! 

A good spiritual father never obliges you in your actions – unless 

they are clearly sinful; actions such as murder, adultery, heresy etc. 

Then comes science, medicine and politics.  

If we step back and reflect on 2020 we will find an extraordinary turn 

of events. 

The healthy were quarantined for a virus that has a mortality rate of 

.1% to .3% - just about that of the common flu.5 6 7 8 9 This means, on 

average, 99.95% of the people who contract the virus (not everyone exposed 

contracts the disease) survive. It is common knowledge that the elderly and 

those with other extreme health conditions do have up to 7% chance of 

death. The virus can be dangerous.  

What was the hysteria about? Whole books have already been 

written, but let’s just start with easily demonstrable facts. The PCR10 tests 

that were used to demonstrate the quick and uncontrollable spread of the 

disease were completely irrelevant.11 The inventor of the PCR test and 

                                                             
5 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/planning-scenarios.html, September 10, 2020 update: fatality 
rate: 0-19 years: 0.00003 [0.003% of contracted cases] 20-49 years: 0.0002 [0.02%] 50-69 years: 0.5%: 70+ years: 
5.4 % 
6 John P A Ioannidis, Bulletin of the World Health Organization; Infection fatality rate of COVID-19 inferred from 
seroprevalence data, Article ID: BLT.20.265892, 2020, pg 37. 
7 Karina Reiss & Sucharit Bhakdi,  CORONA FALSE ALARM? Facts and Figures, Chelsea Green, White River Junction, 
Vermont, London, UK, 2020, pg 18. 
8 Christian Erikstrup, Christoffer Egeberg Hother, Ole Birger Vestager Pedersen, Kåre Mølbak, Robert Leo Skov,-
 Dorte Kinggaard Holm, Susanne Sækmose, Anna Christine Nilsson, Patrick  Terrence Brooks, Jens Kjærgaard 
Boldsen, Christina Mikkelsen, Mikkel Gybel-Brask, Erik Sørensen, Khoa Manh Dinh, Susan Mikkelsen, Bjarne 
Kuno Møller, Thure Haunstrup, Lene Harritshøj, Bitten Aagaard Jensen, Henrik Hjalgrim, Søren Thue Lillevang, 
Henrik Ullum, “Estimation of SARS-CoV-2 infection fatality rate by real-time antibody screening of blood donors” 
medRxiv 2020.04.24.20075291; doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.04.24.20075291, pg. 6 
9 Patricia Claus, USA Greek Reporter.com,  Up to 300 Million People May Be Infected by Covid-19, Stanford Guru 
John Ioannidis , June 27, 2020, https://usa.greekreporter.com/2020/06/27/up-to-300-million-people-may-be-
infected-by-covid-19-stanford-guru-john-ioannidis-says/ 
10

 A polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
11 For a great quick historical description of PCR tests and the problems they have created in the past, see footnote 
11 and look up the New York Times article, Faith in Quick Test Leads to Pandemic that Wasn’t, 2007 
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Nobel Prize winner for chemistry Dr. Kary Mullis said himself that it is 

impossible to discover if someone is infected by a disease using this kind of 

test.12 13 14  PCR tests test for the existence fragments of certain DNA in a 

person’s body, for instance fragments of a virus such as Covid-19. The 

DNA fragments might be from destroyed viruses or living viruses. A 

positive PCR test means nothing as a diagnostic tool for pathology or 

infection (disease).15 16 

Why then did the medical establishment use them? I don’t know. I 

have the same question. And if you don’t believe these words, look up 

what a PCR test is and how it is used and you will discover the truth. 

Moreover Covid-19 has many similar particles compared to other older 

strains of coronavirus or even flu like viruses; so the particles detected may 

have never had anything to do with covid-19! 

What is even more atrocious, and approaching the diabolical, is that 

when used correctly the PCR tests must be cycled (a kind of amplification). 

The proper cycling (CT) for a PCR test is 28 times/cycles, according to 

WHO, CDC and is the common opinion. When the cycling is 35 times or 

over you nearly always find a positive result. Up until the new political 

regime was installed in 2021, the practice in America was to cycle 35 

times… nearly all positives…up to 90% false positives.17 Now under Biden, 

                                                             
12 Interview with dr.  Kary Mullins, inventor of the PCR test https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDPt_y0n1q0 (July 
9, 2021 –– even before the covid 19 lockdown; also see https://www.bitchute.com/video/wOSeTz57xrCF/ 
13 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmZft4fXhQQ (July 9, 2021 – interview with Dr. Kary Mullins inventor of the 
PCR test 
14 https://rense.com/general96/pcr-test-is-a-fraud.php (July 9, 2021) 
15

 Clarifying the evidence on SARS-CoV-2 antigen rapid tests in public health responses to COVID-19, The Lancet 
Journal, COMMENT| VOLUME 397, ISSUE 10283, P1425-1427, APRIL 17, 2021, Michael J Mina,Tim E Peto, Marta 
García-Fiñana, Malcolm G Semple, Iain E Buchan: Published:February 17, 2021https://www.thelancet.com-
/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)00425-6/fulltext,  
16 Gina Kolata, Faith in Quick Test Leads to Epidemic That Wasn’t, New York Times, Monday, January 22, 2007.This 
article explains back in 2007 that PCR tests are meaningless in testing for active infection. This is a known reality 
that has been hidden from the unsuspecting public that can’t keep up with every medical invention 
17 Rita Jaafar, Sarah Aherfi, Nathalie Wurtz, Clio Grimaldier, Thuan Van Hoang, Philippe Colson, Didier Raoult, 
Bernard La Scola, Correlation Between 3790 Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction–Positives Samples and 
Positive Cell Cultures, Including 1941 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 Isolates, Clinical Infectious 
Diseases, Volume 72, Issue 11, 1 June 2021, Page e921, https://doi.org/10.1093/cid/ciaa1491   
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suddenly, there was a case drop, why? They dropped the cycling on the 

PCR tests to 28.18 19 

Last year many people with no symptoms at all tested positive. I have 

just explained why. The tests were absolutely irrelevant. Because of this 

great number of symptomless people a new lie was created, 

“asymptomatic” carriers. This is really why we were forced into a 

lockdown – but it was a lie as well. There is essentially no such thing as 

asymptomatic carriers.20 21 22 

Then major, trusted medical journals like The Lancet and New England 

Journal of Medicine published papers so scientifically falsified that the 

articles had to be withdrawn!23 24  Unheard of! They created false studies 

trying to vilify hydroxychloroquine as dangerous. Hydroxychloroquine 

with zinc and other easily attainable drugs were quickly known as being 

effective,25 but the knowledge was surpressed.  This was done because if 

there had been a treatment for Covid–19 (and there was and is: 
                                                             
18 TYLER DURDEN, Caught Red-Handed: CDC Changes Test Thresholds To Virtually Eliminate New COVID Cases 
Among Vaxx’d, Rights and Freedoms, , MAY 23, 2021 
19 7/9/2021 cdc ct 28 at DuckDuckGo, It is interesting that the search I list here revealed that on the CDC’s own 
website says, COVID-19 Breakthrough Case Investigations and Reporting | CDC 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. For cases with a known RT-PCR cycle 
threshold (Ct) value, submit only specimens with Ct value ≤28 to CDC for sequencing.” But at the site itself I haven’t 
been able to find that quote, even though this quote was cited by many journalists… it can no longer be found on 
the official CDC website – or at least not easily. 
20 Jennifer K. Bender,Comments to Author , Michael Brandl1, Michael Höhle, Udo Buchholz, and Nadine Zeitlmann 
Emerging Infectious Disease, EID Journal, V. 27, nr. 4-April 2021, from CDC website, Analysis of Asymptomatic and 
Presymptomatic Transmission in SARS-CoV-2 Outbreak, Germany, 2020, Conclusion “In this cluster of COVID-19 
cases, little to no transmission occurred from asymptomatic case-patients.” 
21 Shiyi Cao, Yong Gan, Chao Wang, Max Bachman etc, Nature Communications, Post lockdown Sars-CoV-2 nucleic 
acid screening in nearly ten million residents of Wuhan, China, article number 5917, 2020, out of the ten million 
residents “There were no positive tests amongst 1,174 close contacts of asymptomatic cases.” Abstract, pg 1 of 
article. 
22 Alexander, Paul, Trial Site News, Asymptomatic COVID spread used to shut down the economy and close schools 
as false: in fact, it was a lie, June 15, 2021. 
23 Erika Edwards, The Lancet retracts large study on hydroxychloroquine, https://www.nbcnews.com/health-
/health-news/lancet-retracts-large-study-hydroxychloroquine-n1225091, June 4, 2020, 4:42 PM EDT 
24 Schneider, Leonid, For Better Science, June 5, 2020, https://forbetterscience.com/2020/06/05/would-lancet-and-
nejm-retractions-happen-if-not-for-covid-19-and-chloroquine/ 
25 The Key to Defeating COVID-19 Already Exists. We Need to Start Using It | Opinion, HARVEY A. RISCH, MD, 
PHD , PROFESSOR OF EPIDEMIOLOGY, YALE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, ON 7/23/20 AT 7:00 AM EDT, 2020 
NEWSWEEK 
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hydroxychloroquine with zinc, Ivermectine, certain steroids, nebulized 

hydrogen-peroxide etc.) then giving the population an experimental 

medical treatment (debatably called vaccines) would have been completely 

illegal. 

The consensus of the “second rank” of holy fathers I have previously 

listed (with the notable exception of Fr. Zacharias who has neither 

encouraged or discouraged anyone regarding vaccines to the best of my 

knowledge, at least not publically) have all encouraged people to either not 

take the covid-19 vaccine or to wait. 

At this point, I’d like to highlight some information from the CDC 

and WHO and to ask some poignant questions that seem to go overlooked. 

They only appear to be overlooked because for the most part those asking 

those questions are instantly abrogated from the likes of Facebook, twitter, 

YouTube, Instagram, yahoo news and even google and vilified and 

“debunked” on Wikipedia.  I witnessed, though I wasn’t on the ball enough 

to capture the Wikipedia entries to prove it, how one of the inventors of the 

mRNA vaccine technology, Dr. Robert Malone, was slandered and 

Wikipedia page changed overnight when he openly criticized the silicon 

valley censorship of highly qualified doctors and those that have suffered 

side effects from the current vaccines! While watching a Youtube video of 

Dr. Robert Malone, who owns patents on mRNA vaccine technology, he 

discussed with two other classically trained doctors the advantages and 

disadvantages of the vaccines, the video was pulled from youtube do to 

“violation of policy.” Free speech is a violation of Youtube policy.  

In what could only be described as one of the most deceptive 

propaganda campaigns in modern history – the legacy media has been 

“Fact-Checking” and attempting to downplay and discredit those that have 

called attention to the CDC’s own statistics regarding vaccine deaths after 

the Covid-19 vaccinations. All medical workers are required by law to 

report deaths after vaccines and private citizens may also report deaths. 
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The total as of May 18 is 4,057 deaths after Covid-19 vaccines.26 The 

Orwellian propaganda comes in by criticizing articles and journalists for 

reporting on these deaths.  

Below I will demonstrate how blatantly deceptive one particular, 

randomly chosen “fact check” is as a kind of model, so that you wouldn’t 

be tricked by their method of trying to twist the truth and maintain control 

of the narrative. A Reuters “Fact-Checking” article states, 

“An article claiming that the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC) said 4,178 Americans died after receiving the COVID-19 

vaccine is missing key context. 

The article’s headline reads, ‘CDC: 4,178 Americans DEAD 

Following Experimental COVID Injections – Deaths from COVID Shots 

now Equal 20 Years of Recorded Deaths Following Vaccines Since 2001.’ 

However by CDC, they actually mean the government’s Vaccine Adverse 

Event Reporting System, or VAERS. …. 

…The [CDC] page clearly states that COVID-19 vaccines are safe and 

effective, ‘under the most intense safety monitoring in United States 

history,’ and recommends receiving the vaccine as soon as possible… 

…VAERS did receive 4,178 reports of deaths (0.0017% of all who 

received the vaccine) between Dec. 14, 2020 and May 3, 2021. However, 

these reports don’t point to a causal relationship between receiving the 

vaccine and death.” 27 

There is absolutely reason to believe there is some cause and effect 

going on here! This is why. In a typical year… let’s say 2016 for example, 

                                                             
26 United States Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), Public Health Service (PHS), Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) / Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) 1990 -
 5/7/2021, CDC WONDER On-line Database. Accessed at http://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html on May 18, 2021 
5:19:29 PM https://wonder.cdc.gov/controller/datarequest/D8;jsessionid=83F23191DDC533BD518586FD96AE 
27

 Fact Check-VAERS reported vaccine deaths have not been confirmed or deemed causal by CDC 
By Reuters Fact Check MAY 12, 20211:54 PMUPDATED may 6. https://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-vaers-
deaths-idUSL1N2MZ2H8 
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the total VAERS deaths for all vaccines for the whole year was 139!28 From 

139 deaths in a whole year to 4,000 in the first 4.5 months certainly 

demonstrates at least some reason to investigate cause and effect! I have 

spent some time perusing the VAERS data I have found no recent year 

having much more than 200 deaths reported to VAERS. So indeed there 

have already been more reported deaths in 2021 related to covid vaccines 

than all reported deaths connected to all vaccinations for the last 20 years. 

The fact these deaths have not had autopsies and proven to be caused by 

the vaccines is absolutely irrelevant. Dr. Vladimir Zelenko29 is on record 

stating he knows many people who have tried to report adverse events and 

have been turned away!30  

Mind you they are “fact checking” a journalist (one of the few) who is 

noting the elephant in the room that over 4,000 [the current total is around 

6,000 – July 9] people have died after covid vaccinations. Moreover, there is 

not just death involved. There are also recorded in VAERS over 2,000 

permanent injuries,31 and over 3,000 life threatening events.32 The VAERS 

does not confirm causality, true, but good and faithful people, there are so 

many lies and half-truths in this Fact-Check it troubles the very soul. Not 

                                                             
28 United States Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), Public Health Service (PHS), Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) /Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) 1990 - 
5/7/2021, CDC WONDER On-line Database. Accessed at http://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html on May 18, 2021 5:41:56 
PM 
29 Based on my front-line experience, it is essential to start treatment against Covid-19 immediately upon clinical 
diagnosis of the infection and not to wait for confirmatory testing. There is a very narrow window of opportunity to 
eliminate the virus before pulmonary complications begin. Delaying treatment is the essence of the problem. My 
treatment regime is attached and please know that as of today it has saved thousands of patients without serious 
complications or negative side effects. Hundreds of top doctors across the world have embraced prehospital 
treatment of Covid-19 in high risk patients. https://chiefio.wordpress.com/2021/06/30/dr-vladimir-zelenko-z-stack-
quercetin-and-more/ 
30 https://chiefio.wordpress.com/2021/06/30/dr-vladimir-zelenko-z-stack-quercetin-and-more/ / 
31 United States Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), Public Health Service (PHS), Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) / Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) 1990 -
 5/7/2021, CDC WONDER On-line Database. Accessed at http://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html on May 18, 2021 
8:19:04 PM 
32 United States Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), Public Health Service (PHS), Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) / Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) 1990 -
 5/7/2021, CDC WONDER On-line Database. Accessed at http://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html on May 18, 2021 
8:22:39 PM 
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only so, but these kinds of examples of deceit cloaked in fact checking could 

be presented ad nauseam. 

Here is a picture of some VAERS data, there are 5,400 deaths. I did 

not provide the screen shot of the 1,000 “spontaneous” abortions related to 

the vaccine. This makes the total of around 6,000… as I complete this article 

in August 4, 2021, the number is most likely higher. 

 

 

“VERDICT 

Missing context. There is no evidence that the deaths reported to 

VAERS after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine are caused by the vaccine. 

Healthcare providers are required to report any death after vaccination to 

VAERS.” 

The verdict of the fact check implies that it’s normal because the 

health care workers must report it. That’s true. But they also had to report it 
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in the previous years! There was no change in the law here.  How can we 

explain away the data?  

So, startlingly, if you are 17 or under, according to the CDC’s 

statistics, May 2021, you had a 0.002% chance of dying from Covid-19,33 

which is just about the same chance of dying from the vaccine (.0017%)! 

Why take it if you are young!  Dr. Yeadon, former Chief Science Officer for 

Pfizer believes that young people are 50 times more at risk of death from 

the vaccine than coronavirus.  

Moving on, in a Harvard study conscripted by the CDC to investigate 

the accuracy of the VAERS system it states, “It is estimated that only between 1 

and 10 percent of all adverse health outcomes which occur following vaccination 

are reported to VAERS.”34 And again, 

“Likewise, fewer than 1% of vaccine adverse events are 

reported. Low reporting rates preclude or slow the identification of 

“problem” drugs and vaccines that endanger public health. New surveillance 

methods for drug and vaccine adverse effects are needed.”35 

It is quite possible that there are over 40,000 people have recently died 

due to the vaccine, far more than reported.36  This is just in the first roughly 
                                                             
33COVID-19 Pandemic Planning Scenarios, Updated Mar. 19, 2021,  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/planning-scenarios.html 
34An Analysis by the National Vaccine Information Center of Gardasil & Menactra Adverse Event Reports to the 
Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) February 2009 https://www.cbsnews.com/htdocs/NVIC-
GardasilvsMenactraVAERSReportFeb2009.pdf,;  Rosenthal S, Chen R. The reporting sensitivities of two passive 
surveillance systems for vaccine adverse events. Am J Public Health 1995; 85: 1708-9. http://www.pubmedcentral-
.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?tool=pubmed&pubmedid=7503351; Braun M. Vaccine adverse event reporting system 
(VAERS): usefulness and limitations. Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. www.vaccinesafety.-
edu/VAERS.htm; Food and Drug Administration. Center for Drug Evaluation and Research. The clinical impact of 
adverse event reporting. MedWatch. October 1996, http://www.fda.gov/medwatch/articles/medcont/postrep.htm 
35

 Harvard Pilgrim Health Care, Inc. Electronic System for Public Health Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting 
System. AHRQ,  2011, pg. 6. 
36 https://renz-law.com/our-medical-freedom-fight See whistleblower declaration: “I am a computer 

programmer with subject matter expertise in the healthcare data analytics field, an honor that allows me 

access to Medicare and Medicaid data maintained by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 

(CMS). I earned a B.S. degree in Mathematics and have, over the last 25 years, developed over 100 

distinct healthcare fraud detection algorithms, both in the public and private sector. It has been my 

mission to protect federal tax dollars by preventing and detecting healthcare fraud, a process which 
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5 months. If we extrapolate this data for 2021, there may very well be more 

deaths from the vaccines than from Covid-19, itself. 

The fact checker says the CDC calls these safe – yes true, the CDC 

does call them safe. Concerning, but true. The CDC pulled vaccines from 

being used in 1976 for far less.  

“In 1976 there was a small increased risk of a serious neurological 

disorder called Guillain-Barré Syndrome (GBS) following vaccination with a 

swine flu vaccine. The increased risk was approximately 1 additional case of 

GBS for every 100,000 people who got the swine flu vaccine. When over 40 

million people were vaccinated against swine flu, federal health officials 

decided that the possibility of an association of GBS with the vaccine, 

however small, necessitated stopping immunization until the issue could be 

explored.”37 

So that would be a .001 % chance of GBS disease not .002 % of death, 

yet the CDC considers that safe now. 

Typically after 50 deaths connected to a medical treatment/vaccine 

they are withdrawn from the market. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                     
leads to both recovery of overpayments and law enforcement leads. A large part of what I do is focused 

on the quality of care for the beneficiary; for example, I identify providers who prescribe an egregious 

amount of opioids to patients with a history of overdosing. Instead of titrating the patient off of opioids, 

they prescribe more, oftentimes leading to patient death. When the COVID-19 vaccine clearly became 

associated with patient death and harm, I was naturally inclined to investigate the matter.  

        It is my professional estimate that VAERS (the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System) database, 

while extremely useful, is under-reported by a conservative factor of at least 5. On July 9, 2021, there 

were 9,048 deaths reported in VAERS. I verified these numbers by collating all of the data from VAERS 

myself, not relying on a third party to report them. In tandem, I queried data from CMS medical claims 

with regard to vaccines and patient deaths, and have assessed that the deaths occurring within 3 days of 

vaccination are higher than those reported in VAERS by a factor of at least 5. This would indicate the true 

number of vaccine-related deaths was at least 45,000. Put in perspective, the swine flu vaccine was 

taken off the market which only resulted in 53 deaths. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws 

of the United States of America that the foregoing is true and correct.” Executed on July 13, 2021. 

Ex. D FILED 2021 Jul-19 PM 01:01 U.S. DISTRICT COURT N.D. OF ALABAMA  Case 2:21-cv-00702-CLM 

Document 15-4 Filed 07/19/21 Page 1 of2. 
37

 https://www.cdc.gov/vaccinesafety/concerns/concerns-history.html, May 18, 2021 
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The great question is why hasn’t there been an investigation? Why 

has the media been virtually silent? 

Forgive the detail of this article, but as a priest I am called to have 

compassion on the congregation I try to serve by leading them on the path 

to Christ. I don’t want you to be overly worried if you have received a 

vaccine. All things are in God’s hands – God who loves mankind and is not 

a harsh ruler, but more like a mother. He guides us to Him if we have a 

desire for Him and His love. Nevertheless, it would be wise to research 

these things for yourselves before you take the vaccines or take a booster 

again, because Christ is the Truth, the Way and the Life. He does not 

approve of deceit and lies and He does not want His sheep to believe a false 

Shepheard either. Which voice will we listen to? His dove like and innocent 

(not naïve) voice or the serpent’s whose native tongue is lies? 

I have been horrified to see how truth has been openly twisted. Whole 

books have been written by prominent scientists and journalists elaborating 

in unequivocal detail the mountains of lies that have been foisted on an un-

expecting and well intentioned public and medical industry.  

Let me, without detail, though it will be provided in the footnotes, 

remind you of some of the other lies we have been told. 

1. Coronavirus was a novel disease (coronaviruses have been around 

for decades and viruses mutate, that’s what they do. Even though this one 

seems to have been tweaked in a lab at Wuhan it is still mostly a 

coronavirus.) 

2. The virus was from a bat and not a gain of function experiment. 

(For a year the legacy media called anyone who dared to think that this 

might have come from a gain of function lab was a conspiracy theorist! 

Now it turns out that even the legacy media and Fauci admit it is possible 

and even likely… all with no apology for suppressing the voices that could 

have informed us earlier). 
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3. The lockdown will only last two weeks till the curve is flattened. 

The lockdown lasted over a year even though the curve was flattened in the 

first two weeks. 

4. Masks prevent the spread of Coronavirus. Masks DO NOT prevent 

any spread of aerosol respiratory viruses.38 “In our systematic review, we 

identified 10 RCTs that reported estimates of the effectiveness of face masks in 

reducing laboratory-confirmed influenza virus infections in the community from 

literature published during 1946–July 27, 2018. In pooled analysis, we found no 

significant reduction in influenza transmission with the use of face masks.”)39 The 

aerosol particles are far smaller (~ 5 microns = 1/5000th of an inch) than the 

holes in masks, even the N95 masks are not always effective,40 although if 

worn properly can block some aerosal transmission. This is text book 

knowledge – no self-respecting virologist was unaware of this!41  

5. Lockdowns prevent spread of Coronavirus. Lockdowns DO NOT 

prevent the spread of Coronavirus.42 Just look at Sweden. I have friends 

there… no lockdown, no calamity! 

6. PCR tests work and are effective at determining if you have Covid-

19 (for proof see above footnotes from this article in the corresponding 

section). 

7. There were many asymptomatic spreaders – therefore lockdown 

was the only safe measure (for proof see footnotes from this article in the 

corresponding section). 

                                                             
38

 Baruch Vainshelboim , Medicine | Medical Specialties, Facemasks in the COVID-19 era: A health hypothesis  
4/19/2021 
39 4/17/2021 Nonpharmaceutical Measures for Pandemic Influenza in Nonhealthcare Settings—Personal Protective 

and Environmental Measures - Volume 26, Number 5—May 2020 - Emerging Infectious Diseases journal - CDC 
40 Martin Z. Bazant, John W. M. Bush Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences April 2021, 118 (17) -
e2018995118 A guideline to limit indoor airborne transmission of COVID-19; DOI: 10.1073/pnas.2018995118 
41 See Alex Berenson, Unreported Truths about covid-19 and Lockdowns, Part 3: Masks 
42

 AIER American Institute for Economic Research, Lockdowns Don’t Prevent Coronavirus Spread, Christian 
BjørnskovChristian Bjørnskov , Joakim BookJoakim Book – January 12, 2021, https://www.aier.org-
/article/lockdowns-dont-prevent-coronavirus-spread 
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6. Millions just in the USA and UK would die from Covid-19 in the 

first year. Millions did not die in the USA alone in the first year. This was a 

terribly over the top estimate that terrified our nation. 

7. The virus lives for a long time on surfaces. The virus DOES NOT 

live a long time on surfaces.43 (Hence you weren’t supposed to venerate 

Icons). Let the CDC’s late conclusion convince you,  

“Quantitative microbial risk assessment (QMRA) studies have been 

conducted to understand and characterize the relative risk of SARS-CoV-2 

fomite transmission and evaluate the need for and effectiveness of prevention 

measures to reduce risk. Findings of these studies suggest that the risk of 

SARS-CoV-2 infection via the fomite transmission route is low, and 

generally less than 1 in 10,000, which means that each contact with a 

contaminated surface has less than a 1 in 10,000 chance of causing an 

infection.”44  

8. Hydroxychloroquine & Zinc were dangerous and ineffective (see 

above concerning Lancet and New England of Journal retracting fraudulent 

articles.) LIE – Hydroxychloroquine and with other drugs are a safe and 

effective early treatment or prophylaxis.  

9. Ivermectine was not effective; actually ivermectine is amazingly 

effective as a prophylaxis! 45 46 

10. Intubation was the only choice for those in ICU.  

                                                             
43 Angela Rasmussen, Coronavirus Frontlines Contributor Group, A Virologist Explains Why COVID-19 Coronavirus 

Isn’t Really Dangerously Lingering On Surfaces For Weeks https://www.forbes.com/sites/coronavirusfrontlines-

/2020/04/07/a-virologist-explains-why-hyped-studies-tell-us-very-little-about-the-likelihood-of-covid-19-co… 1/5,  
5/29/2021 
44 Science Brief: SARS-CoV-2 and Surface (Fomite) Transmission for Indoor Community Environments | CDC 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/more/science-and-research/surface-transmission.html 1/5 
Science Brief: SARS-CoV-2 and Surface (Fomite)  4/14/2021 Transmission for Indoor Community Environments 
45 Dr. Pierre Kory, Dr Pierre Kory in Senate Homeland Security Hearing on Medical Response to COVID-19, 12-08-20, 
Pandemic Parallax View, Senator Ben Johnson (R-WI), Chairman, December 8, 2020.  
46 Pierre Kory, MD1*, G. Umberto Meduri, MD2†, Jose Iglesias, DO3, Joseph Varon, MD4 , Keith Berkowitz, MD5 , 
Howard Kornfeld, MD6 , Eivind Vinjevoll, MD7 , Scott Mitchell, MBChB8 , Fred Wagshul, MD9, Paul E. Marik, MD10, 
Review of the Emerging Evidence Demonstrating the Efficacy of Ivermectin in the Prophylaxis and Treatment of 
COVID-19, Frontiers, preprint version, April, 2020. 
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11. Hospitals full in New York (remember the Naval ships that sat 

empty!) 

12. People don’t have cross immunity to Covid-19 obtained from 

prior exposure to coronavirus strains other than Covid 19. Actually, even 

typical low level college professors are aware that similar viruses can cause 

cross immunity! But there are verified studies on covid proving that it is 

so.47 

13. China did not know about the outbreak – China and even Fauci 

knew about the outbreak – proven by Fauci’s own email.48  49 

14. The death toll! The death toll was greatly exaggerated (only 5% of 

Covid deaths were due to Covid alone – on average there were 4 

comorbidities connected with Covid death; according to the CDC’s own 

statistics!) See below: 

 

                                                             
47 Yaqinuddin A. Cross-immunity between respiratory coronaviruses may limit COVID-19 fatalities. Med Hypotheses. 
2020 Nov;144:110049. doi: 10.1016/j.mehy.2020.110049. Epub 2020 Jun 30. PMID: 32758887; PMCID: 
PMC7326438. From Abstract, “Indeed, data suggests a considerable amount of cross-reactivity and recognition by 
the hosts immune response between different coronavirus infections.” 
48 Jim Hoft, Gateway Pundit, SMOKING GUN: FAUCI LIED, MILLIONS DIED -- Fauci Was Informed of 
Hydroxychloroquine Success in Early 2020 But Lied to Public, 6/3/2021 
49 Dr. David Martin, The Fauci/COVID-19 Dossier, Self published. Dr. David Martin is not a medical doctor but an 
extremely successful business man working in the world of high finance and the pharmaceutical company. He is an 
expert in many fields and has a found many patents on covid viruses that prove Fauci, along with many others, 
have been planning something like the lockdown and forced inoculations for quite some time.  
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“For over 5% of these deaths, COVID-19 was the only cause mentioned on 

the death certificate. For deaths with conditions or causes in addition to COVID-

19, on average, there were 4.0 additional conditions or causes per death”.50 51 

15. Fauci had no ties to the Wuhan lab and did not benefit financially 

from  Covid Vaccines (both are lies).  

16. Perhaps the most horrific lies of them all are ones such as: “because 

of the existential threat that Covid-19 presents to public safety, free speech 

opposing ‘Scientific consensus’ [i.e. the party line or narrative] should be 

curtailed.” This is guilt manipulation. It is a lie. Free speech should never be 

curtailed! Without freedom to question how the science and the 

interpretation of the data was arrived at there is no science, but rather a 

totalitarian technocracy. 

17. The Lockdown was constitutional. There are many lawyers and 

even presiding judges of entire states that have decided in court that the 

lockdown WAS NOT constitutional.52 A court in Portugal even ruled that 

PCR tests were not conclusive enough to legitimize a lockdown, and that 

the lockdown there was unconstitutional… 

18. One year ago people were banned from facebook, twitter etc. and 

former President Trump attacked for suggesting that Covid might have 

come from a lab. Now, it is admitted as a likely possibility.  

                                                             
50 July, 26, 2021 CDC’s own  website, Weekly Updates by Select Demographic and Geographic Characteristics 
Provisional Death Counts for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_-
weekly/index.htm?fbclid=IwAR3-wrg3tTKK5-9tOHPGAHWFVO3DfslkJ0KsDEPQpWmPbKtp6EsoVV2Qs1Q   
51 https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm 
52 CHRISTIAN BRITSCHGIFederal Court Rules Pennsylvania's Lockdown Order Unconstitutional Population-wide 
lockdown orders are "such a dramatic inversion of the concept of liberty in a free society as to be nearly 
presumptively unconstitutional" wrote U.S. District Judge William Stickman IV  | 9.14.2020 6:23 PM “A federal 
judge on Monday has ruled that lockdown restrictions imposed by Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Wolf (D), including a ban 
on large gatherings and the closure of "non-life sustaining businesses," are unconstitutional. 
https://reason.com/2020/09/14/federal-court-rules-pennsylvanias-lockdown-order-unconstitutional/ 
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20. The fact that the vaccines were either developed in initial stages 

with aborted fetal cell lines or contain actual aborted fetal cell lines is highly 

under reported,53 especially in ecclesial circles. 

21. The covid vaccines are effective. Through fraudulent statistics 

using the technical distinction between relative risk and absolute risk the 

pharmaceutical industry tricked people by saying they are over 90% 

effective. In Massachusetts alone 5,000 vaccinated people have contracted 

covid-19 and 80 have died from it.54 They are not effective. 

 

 

Here is a list of some of the most qualified practicing, classically 

trained medical doctors or vaccine creating professionals in their field. 

Their opinions are opposed to the current main stream narrative. Broad is 

the way that leads to destruction, narrow is the way that leads to life. Some 

have been censured and deleted from multiple media platforms because of 

their purely scientific opinion. They have been slandered and many 

                                                             
53 “For COVID-19 vaccines, some biopharmaceutical companies used fetal cell lines for their testing and 
development phases. Fetal cell line HEK 293, derived from the kidney tissue of an aborted human embryo in 1973, 
was used to test the effectiveness of the Pfizer and Sinovac vaccines. Meanwhile, the Gamaleya Research 
Institute used HEK 293 to produce the human adenovirus vector, which is the key ingredient in its COVID-19 
vaccine. The same cell line was used to test Sputnik V’s effectiveness. Fetal cell lines can be used to grow the 
weakened viruses put in some vaccines, which help build immunity against diseases. Apart from Gamaleya, 
AstraZeneca also used HEK 293 to reproduce a weakened and non-replicating version of the adenovirus causing the 
common cold in chimpanzees, which was programmed with instructions to create proteins that would help the 
human body fight the virus that causes COVID-19. To test whether or not their vaccine works, AstraZeneca 
used MRC-5, another fetal cell line originally obtained from the lung tissue of a 14-week-old fetus aborted in 1966.” 
https://verafiles.org/articles/vera-files-fact-sheet-use-fetal-cell-lines-vaccine-research 
54 https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/massachusetts-has-now-reported-more-than-5000-breakthrough-
covid-infections-80-deaths/ar-AAMoLQx 
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attempts have been made to discredit them, even though before their 

opinions on Covid-19 were made public they were all highly regarded by 

main-stream medicine and science; all leaders and tops in their fields. Now, 

to research them you must look past Wikipedia to discover their real bios.   

Dr. Robert Malone – M.D., M.S., discovered RNA transfection and, 

while he was at the Salk Institute in San Diego in 1988, invented mRNA 

vaccines. His research was continued the next year at Vical, and between 

1988 and 1989, Malone wrote the patent disclosures for mRNA vaccines.  I 

witnessed his wikepedia page change overnight – According to Lifesite 

News (a catholic pro-life website) his entire twitter account with all his 

credentials and tens of thousands of followers has been taken down, all for 

merely expressing his highly professional opinion. 

Dr. Francis Boyle- (Harvard) Francis Boyle drafted the US domestic 

implementing legislation for the Biological Weapons Convention, known as 

the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989, that was approved 

unanimously by both Houses of the US Congress and signed into law by 

President George H.W. Bush. Now, of course, listed on wikipeidia as 

conspiracy theorist. 

Dr. Professor Michael Levitt, a Nobel Prize-winning structural 

biology professor at Stanford University, has been disinvited from an 

upcoming academic conference that he was slated to headline. 

The reason, according to Levitt, is because he has not toed the party 

line on COVID settled science, so to speak. Levitt has argued against 

COVID lockdowns and is a signer of “The Great Barrington Declaration” that 

warns of “grave concerns about the damaging physical and mental health impacts 

of the prevailing COVID-19 policies.” 

Dr. Luc Montagnier - A 2008 Nobel Prize recipient for discovering 

the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) has weighed in on the 

controversy about the origin of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), 

and insisted that it is laboratory-made. 
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Four days prior to US President Donald Trump's threat of new tariffs 

against Beijing,  claiming there is evidence linking the coronavirus to a lab 

in China's ground-zero city of Wuhan, French scientist Luc Montagnier 

who discovered HIV said COVID-19 was the creation of an expert, i.e. man 

made. 

 

Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche, DMV, Ph.D.,55 the Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation’s Global Health Discovery team in Seattle (USA) as Senior 

Program Officer. 

 

Dr. Pierre Kory- He is the senior editor of the award-winning e-

textbook titled, “Point of Care Ultrasound. His expertise is relied on 

throughout the UW network. As a critical care and lung disease specialist, 

Dr. Kory serves as the medical director for the Trauma and Life Support 

Center—the main medical-surgical intensive care unit at UW—and also as 

the critical care service chief of the hospital’s medical intensivist service, 

where he sees patients who are often in critical condition due to severe, 

acute respiratory illnesses. He pioneered many modern conventions – 

inducing hypothermia to relive heart attack victims and using intravenous 

vitamin c. Strong supporter of Ivermectine as a medicine for Covid-19. 

 

Peter A. McCullough, MD, MPH, Professor of Medicine,Vice Chief of 

Internal Medicine, Baylor University Medical Center, Dallas, TX, Dr. 

McCullough is an internationally recognized authority on the role of 

chronic kidney disease as a cardiovascular risk state with > 1000 

publications and > 500 citations in the National Library of Medicine. His 

                                                             
55 Geert Vanden Bossche received his DVM from the University of Ghent, Belgium, and his PhD degree in Virology 
from the University of Hohenheim, Germany. He held adjunct faculty appointments at universities in Belgium and 
Germany. After his career in Academia, Geert joined several vaccine companies (GSK Biologicals, Novartis Vaccines, 
Solvay Biologicals) to serve various roles in vaccine R&D as well as in late vaccine development. Geert then moved 
on to join the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation’s Global Health Discovery team in Seattle (USA) as Senior Program 
Officer; he then worked with the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI) in Geneva as Senior Ebola 
Program Manager. At GAVI he tracked efforts to develop an Ebola vaccine. He also represented GAVI in fora with 
other partners, including WHO, to review progress on the fight against Ebola and to build plans for global pandemic 
preparedness. 
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works include the “Interface between Renal Disease and Cardiovascular 

Illness” in Braunwald’s Heart Disease Textbook. Dr. McCullough is a 

recipient of the Simon Dack Award from the American College of 

Cardiology and the International Vicenza Award in Critical Care 

Nephrology for his scholarship and research. Dr. McCullough is a founder 

and current president of the Cardiorenal Society of America, an 

organization dedicated to bringing cardiologists and nephrologists together 

to work on the emerging problem of cardiorenal syndromes. His works 

have appeared in the New England Journal of Medicine, Journal of the American 

Medical Association, Lancet and other top-tier journals worldwide. He is the 

co-editor of Reviews in Cardiovascular Medicine, and associate editor of 

the American Journal of Cardiology and Cardiorenal Medicine. He serves on the 

editorial boards of multiple specialty journals. 

 

Dr. Richard Flemming: In 1994, Dr. Fleming presented to the 

American Heart Association his "theory" that cardiovascular disease was 

due to inflammation.  What was theory in 1994 has become well known fact 

for decades and was highlighted in 2004, with a feature on ABC's 20/20 

News. Patent # 9566037 was issued to  Dr. Fleming on February 14, 2017.  

The Fleming Method patent (FMTVDM) covers ALL methods and 

devices able to measure metabolic and regional blood flow differen-

ces.  This breakthrough made it possible to differentiate functionality of 

tissue, tissue types as well as non-tissue, and the measurement of treatment 

response using all isotopes, enhancing agents and devices capable of 

detecting and measuring isotopes.  

 

 Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi (born Sucharit Punyaratabandhu, 1 November 

1946, in Washington, D.C.) is a retired Thai-German microbiologist 

“As Emeritus of the Johannes-Gutenberg-University in Mainz and longtime 

director of the Institute for Medical Microbiology, I feel obliged to critically 

question the far-reaching restrictions on public life that we are currently 

taking on ourselves in order to reduce the spread of the COVID-19 virus. It 
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is expressly not my intention to play down the dangers of the virus or to 

spread a political message. However, I feel it is my duty to make a scientific 

contribution to putting the current data and facts into perspective – and, in 

addition, to ask questions that are in danger of being lost in the heated 

debate.” 

Awards he received include the Order of Merit of Rhineland-

Palatinate. One of the most cited medical experts in Germany. 

Dr. Jay Bhattacharya a professor of medicine and economics at 

Stanford University who has been a vocal opponent of coronavirus 

lockdowns since March. 

Dr. Martin Kulldorff, professor of medicine at Harvard University, a 

biostatistician, and epidemiologist with expertise in detecting and 

monitoring infectious disease outbreaks and vaccine safety evaluations. 

Dr. Sunetra Gupta, professor at Oxford University, an epidemiologist 

with expertise in immunology, vaccine development, and mathematical 

modeling of infectious diseases. 

Dr. Michael Yeadon –the Former Vice President and Cheif Scientist 

for Allergy & Respiratory of Pfizer Global R&D. He served for the company 

for more than six years. Currently on Board of Scientific Advisory at 

Pulmatrix. 

If you “google” Dr. Michael Yeadon you will be inundated with “fact 

checkers” that try to debunk him, yet his record stands for itself. He can be 

followed on twitter, not a medical doctor but former chief science officer of 

Pfizer, he says  

“As there’s no need for them, yet they’re being made in pharma, and 

regulators have stood aside (no safety testing), I can only deduce they will be 

used for nefarious purposes. For example, if someone wished to harm or kill a 

significant proportion of the worlds population over the next few years, the 

systems being put in place right now will enable it. It’s my considered view 
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that it is entirely possible that this will be used for massive-scale 

depopulation.” 

Harvey A. Risch, MD, PhD Professor of Epidemiology, Yale School of 

Public Health 

Dr. Ionnis Ionnidis Standford, the C.F. Rehnborg Chair in Disease 

Prevention at Stanford University. In epidemiology. 

 Dr. Michal Linial, PhD is a Professor of Biochemistry (Israel). 

Because of her research and forecasts on COVID-19, Dr. Linial has been 

widely quoted in the media. She recently stated, “I won’t be taking it [the 

mRNA vaccine] immediately – probably not for at least the coming year. 

We have to wait and see whether it really works. We will have a safety 

profile for only a certain number of months, so if there is a long-term effect 

after two years, we cannot know.” 

Dr. Roger Hodkinson is the former Chairman of the Royal College of 

Physicians and Surgeons committee in Ottawa, he was once CEO of a large 

private medical laboratory in Edmonton, Alberta, and for the past 20 years 

has held the position as Chairman of a Medical Biotechnology company 

based in North Carolina currently tasked with selling a COVID-19 test. He 

is a medical specialist in pathology, which includes virology, who trained at 

Cambridge University in the UK — he is perfectly positioned to speak on 

this topic. He has stated “This is the Biggest Hoax ever perpetrated on an 

Unsuspecting Public” 

Dr. Simone Gold AFLDS founder Simone Gold, MD, JD, FABEM, 

“the doctor who went viral,” is a board-certified emergency physician and 

author of the best-selling book “I Do Not Consent: My Fight Against 

Medical Cancel Culture.” She graduated from Chicago Medical School 

before attending Stanford University Law School to earn her Juris Doctorate 

degree. Dr. Gold worked in Washington, D.C. for the Surgeon General, as 

well as for the Chairman of the U.S. Senate Labor and Human Resources 
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Committee - which drew 20 million views online then was deleted from 

Google/Youtube. 

Dr. Pal Andre Holme Chief Norwegian Investigator, Oslo University 

Hospital.  

Dr. Knut Wittkowski –was one of the leading epidemiologists at the 

University of Tubingen. Then he came to New York, and was, for 20 years, 

with the Rockefeller University, heading the Department of Biostatistics, 

Epidemiology and Research Design at the Center for Clinical and 

Translational Science (not a professor or medical doctor). 

Dr. Brownstein – holistic dr. for 28 years – successfully treated covid- 

federal government shut him down. 

Dr. Scott Jenson (senator/congressman) 

Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg is a German physician, pulmonary specialist, 

and epidemiologist. He is also a former politician for the SPD (Socialist 

Party). He was an early and outspoken opponent of the draconian 

measures taken against the Wuhan Coronavirus, which has earned him the 

opprobrium of a number of people on the Left. 

Dr. David Martin (not medical doctor – extremely successful CEO 

and businessman (featured on HBO and CNN). 

Lorraine Jeanette Day is a US author, former orthopedic trauma 

surgeon and Chief of Orthopedic Surgery at San Francisco General Hospital 

and promoter of alternative cancer treatments.  

Dr. James Lyons-Weiler – senior researcher University of Pittsburgh 

– openly questioned weather covid 19 was from Wuhan lab in 2020 – 

demonized in press 

Dr. Eric Nepute – Runs Emergency Care clinics in CA – he treated 

covid patients – his observations were taken from youtube  
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Dr. Steve Hotze 

The Great Barrington Project is a project for doctors who disagree 

with the protocols and are horrified by the lack of science and medical 

healing taking place during this lockdown and covid illness, created and 

signed here in Massachusetts. 

“As infectious disease epidemiologists and public health scientists we have 

grave concerns about the damaging physical and mental health impacts of 

the prevailing COVID-19 policies, and recommend an approach we call 

Focused Protection.”  

Signatures 

concerned citizens - 764,172 

medical & public health scientists - 13,796 

medical practitioners - 41,895 

(more than 32,000 doctors signed as of May, 2021)  

Dr Reiner Fuellmich – eminent German Lawyer – famous. He has 

begun a court trial in Germany backed by 1,000 lawyers and 10,000 doctors, 

accusing the German Government of neglecting the Nuremburg Code – 

performing a medical experiment on a populace without informed consent 

– as well as using the fraudulent PCR tests to provoke hysteria.  

Here are a list of prominent regular doctors, nutritionists, holistic and 

less “academically” acclaimed doctors that disagree 100% with the 

draconian measures being taken using covid-19 as a pretext. 

Dr. Pam Popper Pam serves on the Physician’s Steering Committee 

and the President’s Board for the Physicians’ Committee for Responsible 

Medicine in Washington D.C.  Pam was one of the health care 

professionals. 

Dr. Lee Merrit – Army Doctor specialized in bioterrorism.  
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Dr. Carrie Medej 

Dr. Tenpenny 

Dr. Colemann 

I realize that this paper lacks a certain cohesion. The footnotes are not 

created as to be published in an academic journal, some of the sources are 

not mainstream. I am not a doctor, though I have consulted on this topic 

with several highly qualified doctors. Each one of the points I have 

presented have been terribly condensed and much more could be written. 

The greatest impediment I had writing this article was that new 

information is coming out so fast regarding the complete lack of any ethical 

oversight in what is being sold to the American and international public as 

safety that it has been impossible to present the latest and most up to date 

information.  

 The question I leave with you dear reader is this, why should we 

believe lies from officials? Do people who lie to you have your best interests 

in mind? If you don’t believe what is written, I understand. 

It is much easier and more comfortable to believe in a plague like 

virus than it is to believe that a plague of evil is currently being unleashed 

upon the entire world. I honestly hope that the former rather than the latter 

is true. I understand why people would avoid this topic, it boggles the 

mind. 

For your own safety, at least be diligent and search for yourself to see 

if some of what has been presented here is true. I tried to make this 

document, although not academic, useful for doing your own investigation. 

It is a diving board for those that are interested. Don’t believe the fact 

checkers because of their title; don’t believe me because of mine. Ask, Seek 

and Knock! God guides those who seek Him and the truth. He will guide 

us into as much light as we can bear.  
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What could there be to gain through such suppression of freedom 

and deceit? Money? Power? Mass depopulation? Control of the world? Of 

course I don’t know anything for sure, but based on the data above and the 

history of what governments have done to their own people in the previous 

century,56 we should at least entertain the possibility of a various degree of 

all these. Let us not be naïve, but simple; sincere and without guile. Wise as 

serpents and innocent as doves. 

Our task is to not be deceived, for many more deceptions will come to 

deceive even the elect, if possible. Our task is to love those trying to deceive 

us, not by believing their lies, but by having compassion and praying for 

them to be stopped in their evil, but also for them to be forgiven and God to 

show mercy first to the ones they are oppressing, and secondly to the ones 

oppressing. Saint Paul said, “Hate what is evil (Rom 12:9);” of course a few 

versus later he emphasizes, “Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not 

curse (Rom 12:14J).” So as Christians we should hate the injustice of a false 

narrative closing down our economy and blocking sick people from access 

to effective treatment and medicine. But, we must love those who are doing 

it; the vast majority of whom think they are doing the right thing and are 

unaware or don’t believe what has been laid out here in this article. 

In closing, let us not give in to fear whether of a virus or of corruption 

and the evil of mankind, or the devil.  God has overcome all darkness and 

death – let His light shine on all mankind. All things are in God’s loving 

hands. All the evil of mankind is like a handful of sand in the ocean of His 

love. “Be of good cheer,” He said, “for I have overcome the world.” We need 

Him to shine through us now more than ever before! Let the current 

various political and medical crisis be a wakeup call for us spiritually. Let 

us engage in our own spiritual health through self-condemnation, 

repentance, confession, prayer and receiving the Eucharist. Now is the time 

to hear His voice and run to Him, the Shephard of our souls. And no matter 

                                                             
56 Stalin Killed somewhere between 20 to 66 million of his own countrymen; for China the estimates are around 100 
million, in Holodomor alone there were around 8 million starved to death by Stalin; etc. 
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how we feel about these divisive topics let us have enough humility to love 

those whom we completely disagree with and defend their rights to take a 

treatment they want whether a vaccine or Ivermectine and defend their 

right to refuse treatments they don’t want either Ivermectine or vaccines – 

and to defend everyone’s right to freedom of religion and freedom of 

speech. 

 

 

 

On the feast day of the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus, 

And Eudoxia of Persia, 

August 4, 2021, 

With pain of heart yet joy in Christ,  

 

Fr. Dr. John Downie 

           Fr. Dr. John Downie


